CALL TO ORDER-2:07

OPENING ROLL CALL- Gary Le, Madelyn Hadley, Bryan Dierking, Bryan Arias, Jason Thornton, Jehoan Espinoza, Luke Wang, Louie Wang, Colin King, Claire Maniti, Ashley Awe, Emily Marx, Steven Partida, Tiffany Miao, Handa Yang

APPROVAL OF MINUTES-2:07

Motion- Luke
Second-Gary

PUBLIC INPUT-2:10 PM

Sylvia from SAES for funding of the regional conference holding workshops. They will be renting out the Ballrooms, the Sun God Lounge, and PC Theatre. The White House Initiative for Asian American and Pacific Islander High Schoolers will be here.

It is on a Saturday from 8 to 6 PM. Open to all UCSD Students and it’s free. We have opened it up to alumni. Alumni are coming back to represent themselves. We are doing donations to donate back to the community.

Luke-Did you receive funding from anywhere else?

We missed the AS deadline but we are getting funding from our national partnership.

BUDGET-2:14

Budget should be meeting at 3. We will be establishing student priorities should the referendum fail.

SPACE ALLOCATION-2:14

We will not be meeting this week. We don’t need to meet this week.

CHAIR’S REPORT-2:15

AS tabled their recommendations until this week. GSA will be issuing their recommendation Initiative next Monday. If they are passed, I will send it out over the listserv.

AS and GSA both passed the current language. It passed Gary Ratcliffe’s office. It is likely UCOP will

Co-op advisory committee met last week. AS had one representative last week. They will be meeting with the CO-ops

VICE CHAIR’S REPORT 2:17

Space Allocation application is alive and will close Friday Week Nine. I am publicizing that we will close the application Thursday week nine to prevent late applications.
Food Pantry Grand Opening will be 3PM outside the AS Lecture Notes. There will possibly be refreshments.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT-N/A

NEW BUSINESS-Tech Fee Waiver SAES

Luke move to fund $300 for the event.

second-

Tiffany-she mentioned donating.

Donating is different than fundraising

Proposal for Art Installation-They are requesting for an extended time to post art in UCEN which requires a 3/4 majority.

We are just gonna run through it since we have a lot of time. We are gonna do popcorn reading. The postings will be temporary. They will be down by the time AS Elections come around. This is for spreading information about students against mass incarceration. AS campaigning starts Thursday Week Nine.

Madelyn-Has she checked with Armando if the space is available?

She will be hanging stuff over the railing not really on the wall.

Emily-I looked up the rules for posting the posters. Banners must be connected to an event. Banner space is on a first-come, first serve.

Banners must be connected to an event and be printed with an event date on it.

Ashley-We are already going to suspend the bylaws, so can’t we suspend them more loosely?

Yes

Bryan A-Did she say how she was going to pick people?

Ashley-They have to be effected by mass incarceration.

Jehoan- Given that AS elections start Week Nine, could you ask the Senator if she will start sooner so she won’t interfere with campaigning?

Colin-The poster may be taken down. During elections, most of the posters come down.

Emily-I wonder about people using those display cases. This might fit better in the display cases.

Claire-The space downstairs is reserved through the end of the year.
Handa- Has this ever been done before? Do we have release forms for the people in the pictures?

Colin-We have suspended bylaws to allow the Before I Die Wall. We have to suspend bylaws to allow for semi-permanent projects. I’d recommend that she starts sooner.

Bryan D-All the pictures have release forms.

Colin-I’d prefer she end March 4 in time for AS Elections.

Bryan- She shouldn’t interrupt AS elections.

Jehoan- They won’t be shipped in time.

Bryan D-What Jehoan said.

Emily- The intention of that space is event driven space. I’m wondering what alternatives there might be.

Claire- It is possible to limit the space provided.

Madelyn- It seems like a value project. Could we allow it be during the First three weeks of spring quarter?

Colin- That is during campaign season.

Bryan D- She would like to change the date to March 23rd to March 4th.

Colin- That’s fine. As long as they are down by the end of March 4.

Steven- It would look better to have one project but I would like the project to be up as possible.

Colin- I’d like to recommend a long term plan and approve a short term plan. We should offer other spaces.

Gary- Could we move the art after it’s up?

Colin- I think that is more Nadia’s call. UCEN doesn’t have jurisdiction over the alternative spaces near the atrium.

Bryan D- Nadia would be willing to move her art later in the project. She is going to talk to the LOFT and the CCC for viewing.

Emily- Would this involve taking down posters that are currently up?

Colin- She’d have to work around those other posters.

Colin- I move to approve this project from February 23rd to March 4.

Madelyn- Could we make the posters vertically aligned?
Gary: Can we suspend the bylaw to allow for the vertically aligned posters?

Louie: I believe she said we can’t go below half a foot below the mesh screen.

Bryan: What is the purpose for the rule of the low hanging posters?

Tiffany: Do we know how much space is being used during that time?

Colin: Two should be able to fit vertically. I’d suggest a motion to limit the number of posters.

Hands: How many posters did she order?

Jehoan: Given the pictures you are showing, I want to see this effect.

Colin: We would be taking away publicity from student orgs if we maximize the atrium for this purpose.

Madelyn: Can’t they use the plaza?

Colin: It is a lot less visible.

Jehoan: She ordered 26 posters.

Madelyn: Approve this project from Feb 23rd to March 4 stipulating to

Bryan D: Seconded

Colin: I object. I don’t like maximizing the atrium for one project.

Gary: We might only be able to fit one deep. I’m not sure how much is available.

Handa: I don’t think we have enough information. I’d suggest tabling.

Bryan A: Can we take a quick field trip to see the space.

Handa: I move to table for a week

Second: Gary

OLD BUSINESS:

Sustainability Subcommittee will be tabled until next week so that Sharon can be a part of those discussion.

REPORTS OF MEMBERS 2:57

Bryan D: Survey of UCSD students by Daniel Firoozi. There is a 100 student survey. I sent this out over the listserv.

Gary: I was talking with my council. We are trying to pass out a small survey. Priorities are to have vendors open
Madelyn-Can we advertise as a partial shut-down of Price Center?

Colin-No but the pro-side can

Ashley-Can we advertise as long as we don’t say we are affiliated with UCAB?

Yes

ANNOUNCEMENTS-3:02

Check out the Grand Opening of the Food Pantry.

Claire-We will be looking at priorities to discuss next year’s fiscal budget.

Tiffany-Could we provide the research center in UCEN?

Claire-No, that would be the long term goal.

Colin-UCAB will be looking at how to allocate the empty space in the coming months.

OPEN FORUM-3:04

Do we have any categories of things that would be effects that I can ask about in Council to provide a survey?

Claire-We can talk about that in budget.

CLOSING ROLL CALL-Gary Le, Madelyn Hadley, Bryan Dierking, Bryan Arias, Jason Thornton, Jehoan Espinoza, Luke Wang, Louie Wang, Colin King, Claire Maniti, Ashley Awe, Emily Marx, Steven Partida, Tiffany Miao, Handa Yang

ADJOURNMENT-3:06 PM